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Yoshukan Releases New DVD Series!
The Yoshukan Karate Association is pleased to release its 3rd
DVD Series on Yoshukan Karate-do Kata & Bunkai. This new
series compliments the original 2 DVDs created by Kancho
Robertson on our system’s kata; bunkai and kihon.
The series has over 22 of our Yoshukan Instructors
demonstrate each kata’s core applications. Our Yoshukan
kata have derived from the Chito Ryu & Yoshukai systems.
Samples of the DVD can be found on our YouTube channel
(Yoshukan Karate) at: Karate Yoshukan - YouTube
Interested students can purchase the new DVD series
on our website at: Yoshukan Karate-Do
These new DVD’s provide a breakdown of all kata &
exercises from 10th Kyu White Belt up to 6th Dan levels.

The DVDs are an indispensable tool to any student or teacher
that wants to develop a better understanding of our art and
roots of our Chito Ryu related systems.

KA NCHO CORNER

Historical Training
this Summer
One of the advantages of aging is we
get to see how events we have been
involved in, in retrospect, were actually
significant checkpoints in history. The
history of karate-do is a case in point.
The roots of our arts actually go back
over 3,000 years. The ancient Greeks
had developed a fighting art called
Pankration. Likely developed by and
for the gladiators, the art involved both
striking and grappling techniques and was the root of what
we practice today. When I was travelling in the Greek islands,
I was fascinated by the artwork in an ancient temple that
showed instructors, with wrapped hands, teaching children the
basics of their fighting art.
Flash forward to India a thousand years later and a local
fighting art, Kalari Payet, is taught to young warriors and
children of the elite class. Kalari Payat incorporated silk sashes,
wound tightly across the abdomen, to intensify breathing and
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diaphragm control. The Yoga influence on Kalari Payat is profound
and the chakras, or energy points, came to be recognized as
chi meridian’s in our own art centuries later. An Indian Monk,
Bodhidharma, set off on an arduos treck across the Himalayan
mountains and found himself at a buddhist monastry in Chiina
- the Shaolin temple. Seeing that the monks were in terrible
physical condition, he taught them the rudiments of Kalari Payat
and the seeds of Ch’uan Fa (Kung Fu) were born!
China then entered into a tributary relationship with
Okinawa in the early 1600’s and an exchange of dozens of
families took place to introduce language, trade and customs
to each other. Shaolin Kung Fu was also taught to indigenous
Okinawan’s who had their own fighting arts. The result was Tote (China Hand) and two primary systems called Shorin Ryu and
Shorei Ryu (Shao Lin = Shor Rin).
In the late 1800’s a prominent student of the two arts
brought them to Japan. This young medical student was
known as Tsuyoshi Chitose (Okinwan family name of Chinen).
Dr. Chitose, created the Chito Ryu system (1,000 year old
style from China) and the art flourished in Southern Japan and

eventually in North America. Dr. Chitose’s senior students
were: Mamoru Yamamoto (Japan); Masaru Inomoto (Japan);
Ken Sakamoto (Japan); Masami Tsuruoka (Canada); Shane
Higashi (Canada); David Akutagawa (Canada); Bill Dometrich
(USA) and Mike Foster (USA).
Over time, these teachers split from Japan and set up their
own systems, all interpretations of Dr. Chitose’s original art.
The systems are: Chito Ryu; Yoshukai; Ryusei; Jikkishin Ryu;
Tsuruoka Ryu; Canada Chito Ryu; Shintora Ryu; Renshikan;
Yoshukai International and Yoshukan karate-do.
This summer brings us a new and significant checkpoint in
the history of our art. Hanshi Masaru Inomoto is travelling to
Kentucky, USA to hold a Chito Ryu summer camp. Invitations
have been forwarded to the heads of each karate system to
come together for this one-time opportunity to train in the roots
of their arts with the greatest living student of Dr. Chitose.
It will also be a time of great camaraderie and friendship as
the senior teachers of each art compare notes and training
tips with each other. In time, this get-together can stand out
as one more unique checkpoint in our personal histories and
understanding of our arts we practice with such reverence and
passion. Hope to see you there!!

Hard Work and Perseverance
By Sempai Matthaeus Bauernberger
Today we live in a society in which everyone wants to have
everything but many young people don’t realize how hard one
has to work in order to achieve his goals.
That’s why I honestly believe that we have to integrate day
to day tasks like sweeping the floor and arrange the dojo within
our teaching routine. One will be surprised how much kids
want to help in those tasks if they are asked nicely.
If we integrate such tasks after a while it will come naturally
to them to help each other. Later in life working a bit harder
will be no big deal to them, which will develop perseverance
and maybe if our body permits we will still be able to kick and
punch at the age 80+ years .
Dedicated to Yolanda Somerville who shows incredible

willpower and is a true inspiration and the perfect example
that it is never too late to start or continue an activity we are
passionate about.
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Gadbois Dojo
By Renshi Louise Provencher
We had 8 clubs participate in the Jeux du Sud-ouest: NDG,
Gadbois, Excellence, St-Laurent, Hochelaga, club Mag,
Sankudo and Doken-Kai.
During the SO games Joel and I did some boxing demos.
The Maire came to visit and I introduced our Canadian
Champions...
Milad accompanied a few karatekas from Gadbois to the
Montreal regional finals.... so proud of all of them!

David medaille

Finale regionale MTL group

Finale regionale MTL group avec Milad

Champion Canadien avec Maire Dorais JSO 2016

Boxe JSO
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Tournoi JSO group

JSO tournoi karate Sabrina

JSO tournoi Ridha

Dojo Excellence
By Sandra Coffey
At Karate Excellence we had a belt test on December 5th (My
birthday :) and around 20 students tested. Renshi presided and
Sensei Simon and Sensei Rob were on the board.
Continued on Page 5
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On January 7th the Montreal Gazette came to our dojo
to do an interview of my student Israâ Babin for an article on
building girls’ confidence. I have attached the screen shot
and the video can be seen at the following link: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=-JvDPZIyjps&feature=youtu.be
On February 2nd we attended the Jeux du Sud-Ouest
organised by Renshi and had a good time as usual. My
students love to clown around and we had a few new students
compete for the first time.

On February 27th, I organised the qualifications for the Jeux
de Montréal in our borough (NDG) and the tournament was a
success thanks to the dojo Sensei’s including Sensei Rob and
the many volunteers such as Renshi who acted as our lead
judge and Sensei Simon as one of the judges. Finally I could
not have pulled it off without the many parents that took care
of scoring, medals and supporting the kids!
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Learning Wisdom from the Masters
Some short observations by Peter Klambauer, and excerpts
from The Warriors Path, Wisdom from Contemporary Martial
Arts Masters (edited by James Sidney, Key Porter Books, 2003)
There is a saying that when the student is ready then a
teacher will appear, and certainly the learning will occur. I
commenced learning Karate fifteen years ago at the age of 37.
I saw it then as something to do for health and interest, and as
a challenge, but never as something more serious than that.
Now I find myself at the age of 52, and of course am now very
involved and with a much different situation and outlook. It was
with this in mind that I discovered the following excerpt from
Tatsuo Suzuki, who was then 75 when he said the following:
“..Somebody asks me, ‘when will you retire?’ When will
I retire? When I am dead. They ask me why I keep training.
They think I am good enough – perfect. This is a stupid
question. I must do many things. I must continue to practice
all of the time. Of course, I have not practiced enough. Even if
I practiced only one punch all my life, it would not be enough.
People think after twenty, twenty-five, thirty years of age, their
training is finished. This is not martial arts. Martial arts is a
lifelong pursuit. People say, ‘oh, I’m too old, I can’t train,’ but
this is wrong. It doesn’t matter if you are forty, fifty, because
karate is not only physical training. If you train with spirit, you
can start at any age. One of my students in England started
at fifty-five years old. He died about five years ago at seventyfour or seventy-five. He became fifth Dan and taught every day
at five clubs. And just before he died – his wife told me – he
stood up and performed kata. He did four or five kata, then
passed away. His spirit was very strong.”
Two and a half years ago I experienced abdominal surgery.
The first day afterwards was of course dull and painful;
however I could only sit in bed for so long. Having a portable
drip stand that I was plugged into, I put on my slippers and

robe and paced the hallways. After several slow shuffling
circuits of the post-operative ward, I found a small lounge area
with a window. Standing there I slowly paced the movements
for our Bassai kata, with minimal movement and absolutely
no emphasis. It was a whisper, yet it was the maximum of my
capability having virtually no abdominal ability to rely on; yet
was truthful.
I was lucky, as the surgery was not related to cancer or to
anything that would have a bad impact on any internal organs.
Unlike many that I saw in the post-op ward whose burden
was far more serious, I was looking forward to health and truly
saw myself at a new beginning; even as I was stitched, weak
and shuffling and half a year away from my fiftieth birthday.
I practiced the kata. I repeated the kata, moving even more
softly if I felt a pull at my stitches. I repeated the kata again and
over again until stopping, having a light sweat across my whole
body and a sense of having exerted my concentration.
Shuffling back to my room I met my nurse, who was
furious at my long absence; as she was especially when she
caught me in my room later, in the corner, again practising
my kata. From there on I did my best to wait until just after
her visits to get up again, and did so pretty much until my
disconnection and eventual discharge.
Suzuki goes on to talk about the importance of spirit:
“..Fudoshin means to always remain calm, never say
anything. Then, even if a great rock comes down from the
sky and crushes your body, it cannot crush your spirit. This is
fudoshin.”
Usually we experience our fudoshin through extreme
effort which of course is developed at the limit of our ability
through a program of training. Here however an experience of
fudoshin was discovered in the whisper of this kata, one which
I subsequently learned further, stumbled with and went on to
Continued on Page 7
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Continued from Page 6
learn more deeply; I learned that when one is weakest there
may be nothing much else remaining than spirit. That was the
truthfulness of practising kata softly in weakness, making the
choice of sweat instead of inertia.
These past two years since I have found myself busy
like never before. Training, coaching and teaching have
been ongoing if occasionally gruelling, and my martial arts

adventure is expanding to include the study of Iaido , seminars
and training with other members of the local martial arts
community. Like Suzuki’s student I am learning and using my
body more than ever so when younger and certainly intend to
continue. I hope that I have years ahead of me as did he, and
that I find myself on my feet at the end as well, fulfilled with
fudoshin.

Juniors-Girls

YKS at Invitational Tournament, February 27, 2016
By Nicole Wolfe
We attended the Invitational Tournament hosted by
Shivafighters and enjoyed some splendid success! In
attendance were Derek and Victoria (competing in Kata), Minha
and Luisa (again competing Kata), Jack and Calvin (competing
Kata and Kumite). All performed well, and we brought home
some medals too, all for Kata: Jack won Bronze (awesome!);
Minha won Silver (most excellent!) and Luisa won Gold (most
awesomely excellent!)! Even Sempai Peter took on the
challenge of Kata competition and earned a Bronze (not bad for
an old man..).
The format was different from what we have experienced
in the past, as elimination was by rounds for both Kata and
Kumite. This meant that each competitor performed their Kata
multiple times, at least twice and as many as four! As we all
found out, it was a gruelling experience.. as was the Kumite
competition for our brave pair, Jack and Calvin who also fought
multiple bouts and both faced some very skilled opponents.
The boys put their hearts and souls into their efforts, and
deserve our respect and pride: Very well done!
The Tournament was a great experience and an opportunity
to see what the other school and karateka culture is like in
the local area. Sempai Peter was invited to present mid-day

Jack and Calvin
demonstrations of Kobudo (Nunchaku Kata) and Iaido (Seitei
Kata selections), which were warmly received. We also
Continued on Page 8
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Juniors-Boys
Continued from Page 7
saw an excellent Bunkai demonstration by Sensei Angelo
Panoussis and his students, as well as an advanced Kumite
demonstration by WKF Silver Medalist Andriy Guzenko.
It was a grand day, an exhausting day, a fun day and most
importantly an educational day. We had a chance to meet
with and compete against a variety of fellow martial arts
enthusiasts, brothers and sisters in budo, and in doing so we

all came back with more than we had brought. This was quite
evident in everyone’s performance but especially with our
first competitors of the day, Derek and Victoria, who showed
excellent effort and maturation of their styles. It was also
evident in Calvin’s determination and growing bravery as he is
getting tougher in that ring.
Well done everyone! All of the competitors brought honour
upon themselves and to our dojo. OSU!

Calvin and Jack

Calvin Kumite
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Jack and Dad

Jack Kata

Luisa and Family

Victoria, Derek and Mum

Minha and Family
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Kake Te Ho

Sempai Peter

Yoshukan DVDs – White Belt to 5th Dan
All Kata; Bunkai; Kumite; Ukemi; Kobudo and Goshin Jutsu
demonstrated by Kancho Robertson from beginner to
5th Degree Black Belt in the Yoshukan System.

$25 each or both for $45. Please add $15 for shipping
& handling charges. Payments can be made by credit
card or check at the Mississauga dojo.
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Website: www.yoshukankarate.com
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